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THE UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S CLUB OF VANCOUVER 

REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP ON 

2016 CFUW BYLAWS AMENDMENTS & GWI DUES INCREASE 

HELD SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 2016  

Executive Summary 

 

A Workshop was held on Sunday, March 13, 2016 at the University Women’s Club of Vancouver to 

discuss a 2016 Canadian Federation of University Women (CFUW) Bylaws Amendment proposed by 

CFUW St. Thomas for the June Annual General Meeting in St. Catherine’s, Ontario, along with a 

proposed dues increase in our international organization, Graduate Women International (GWI.)   

The motion proposed by CFUW St. Thomas is: 

Motion 2: Withdrawal of CFUW from Graduate Women International (GWI) formerly known as 

International Federation of University Women (IFUW) as a National Federation or Association (NFA) 

member  

 

Proposer:  CFUW St. Thomas 

Moved that: In Canadian Federation of University Women Articles and Bylaws – Articles, strike out 

Article 4 - Membership in International Federation of University Women (IFUW). 

 

GWI proposes to raise the per capita dues rate to 35 CHF (Swiss Francs) effective January 2017. GWI 

dues are paid in Swiss Francs as GWI is located in Geneva, Switzerland. For CFUW, using the reduction 

formula established due to the size of this NFA the rate would be 30 CHF per capita. 

 CFUW currently pays 15.5 CHF per capita (approx. $20 CDN per capita) 

 Given the proposed dues increase the amount to be paid would be double the previous amount 

 If the fee increase proposal is accepted the amount paid by each of our CFUW members would 

have to increase by about $20  

 

This Workshop was prepared for the members of the University Women’s Club of Vancouver (UWCV) 

and the Club invited the membership of CFUW Clubs in the BC West Region to join us in the dialogue. 

Forty people attended the Workshop including 27 members of UWCV and 13 guests from BC West 

Region Clubs of Richmond, West Vancouver, White Rock/Surrey, Coquitlam and South Delta and 

including the BC Region Vice President, Linda Russell, and Regional Director BC West, Marg Picard. 

 

The workshop provided an opportunity for information-sharing, learning and Roundtable Dialogue 

during which members heard from one another on the many different viewpoints regarding these issues. 

The goal was to discuss with members the background to the motion regarding the proposed 

withdrawal from GWI and the rationale for the proposed Dues Increase, the benefits of belonging to an 

international women’s organization and to understand the merits and drawbacks of the amendment. 

This Workshop was designed to provide initial exploration of the issues and set the foundation for a 
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time of reflection. The Goal of this process is an informed membership that can advise voting delegates 

of members’ wishes regarding continued membership of CFUW in GWI and the proposed GWI increase. 

 

It is important to emphasize that the purpose of the Workshop was NOT to result in final 

recommendations for delegates, but to begin a process of learning and information sharing and to hold 

a Roundtable Dialogue.  Notes were taken of all of the comments made in the Roundtable Dialogue 

portion of the afternoon and notes were also taken during the Additional Questions section of the day. 

A Facilitator was assigned for each table and a Recorder requested from among the attendees at each 

table. No weight has been given to any individual comments and there is no attribution of comments.  

 

SUMMARY OF WHAT WE HEARD 

 

The Four Questions asked during the Roundtable Dialogue were:  

 What are the benefits to belonging to an international organization?  

 What are the benefits to belonging to GWI?  

 What are the drawbacks to belonging to GWI?  

 What are the alternatives to belonging to GWI?  

 

QUESTION # 1 

What are the benefits of belonging to an International organization? 

 We have a higher profile with an international reputation 

 It allows connection to other countries for sharing and learning 

 It gives us a greater voice internationally due to an increased number of countries and people 

 Pride in international membership 

 A greater advocacy potential in raising up women globally 

 Support for ‘Third World’ member groups 

 A better awareness of international issues 

 An international organization is able to support countries around the world that might not 

otherwise be able to belong to international organizations 

 Camaraderie in overcoming obstacles, for example the plight of Korean comfort women was 

addressed by Japanese IFUW members 

 An understanding of international shifts in cultures 

 Understanding ourselves through the eyes of others 

 Some new members joined because of the Club’s connection to an international presence 

 Travel opportunities and connecting to members in other countries 

  

QUESTION#2 

What are the benefits of membership in GWI? 

 Some people had difficulty identifying benefits of belonging to GWI; they also questioned how 

much representation at the UN GWI actually has 

 Some felt that there is not enough information to decide whether or not to belong 
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Others identified a number of benefits: 

 Partnership in international issues 

 Services such as on-line webinars, discussions and forums with e-mail lists 

 GWI’s mandate of Education and Human Rights is aligned with CFUW 

 GWI’s relationship with other United Nations organizations and its location in Geneva 

 Support for other NFAs (National Federate Associations) politically 

 A weight to Women’s issues on the global stage 

 Puts CFUW into the international arena 

 Pride in a 100-year history as a founding member 

 An existing infrastructure to address global issues 

 An organizational support to work projects on the ground 

 Interacting with fellow members at triennial meetings  

 Sharing of costs and leadership support 

 Support for people who are in NGOs from countries that can’t speak politically or may not have 

access to officials – “outsiders” can express international concerns 

    

QUESTION #3 

What are the drawbacks to membership in GWI?  

 Membership cost may decrease membership recruitment 

 Value for money paid by CFUW to GWI 

 Currency exchange, dues are paid in Swiss francs 

 CFUW has the largest membership so is the greatest funder but only gets 10 votes 

 GWI is not fiscally responsible and now spends more than it takes in 

 Headquarters in Geneva are expensive 

 Needs to be more communicative as to how money is spent 

 Differences in decision-making processes; GWI uses the ‘Napoleonic Code’ while CFUW uses 

‘Robert’s Rules of Order’  

 Governance is not accountable 

 Canada doesn’t seem to have influence to the degree of the population of our members 

 Advocacy is only 17% of the budget 

 The cost of operation versus effectiveness of work done is unknown 

 CFUW already has a deficit budget and this will put further pressure on CFUW 

 Membership in GWI is causing controversy within Canadian clubs 

 

QUESTION #4 

What are the alternatives to membership in GWI? 

Attendees first wondered if CFUW wishes to have an International presence and identified three areas 

of consideration for possible alternatives. 

 

Withdraw & Focus 

 CFUW could focus on its own national and local projects 
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 CFUW would monitor its own scholarship programs 

 CFUW would use its own international connections 

 

Explore Alterative Partnerships 

 CFUW could partner with other International organizations besides; the International Council of 

Women, Care Canada, U.N. Project 5 O, Zonta, Soroptomists, Stephen Lewis Foundation, 

Salvadorian Project, Doctors without Borders, Accountants Without Borders, 60 Million Girls  

 Form a new international organization with other University Women’s groups around the world 

or with regional groups in Europe 

 

Remain with GWI but propose another path 

 

 Should we make a quick decision based on $20.00 per year before hearing what changes have 

been made since the 2013 Triennial? 

 Move the headquarters to Ottawa or elsewhere in Canada 

 Recognize that change takes time and we could remain with GWI and allow 1-2 years for 

Canadian observation & participation in the turnaround and reassess in 2018 for a decision 

before the 2019 Triennial 

 Some new, younger members are interested in belonging because we are part of an 

international advocacy organization and withdrawal may affect their decision to remain as 

members 

             

Following the Roundtable Dialogue time was taken for additional questions and comments introduced 

with the question: 

 

What other issues or questions arise that you would like to have answered or need to have additional 

information about before making a recommendation to your Club regarding the two issues discussed 

today?  

 

Answers were given by members in the room where available.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The Workshop concluded with best wishes for each Club as it considers the important decisions before 

us and preparation for the CFUW AGM in June. Attendees were also invited to request electronic copies 

of the documents prepared for the Workshop and confirmed that the Workshop Report will be made 

available as soon as possible, in approximately two weeks.  
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THE UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S CLUB OF VANCOUVER 

 

WORKSHOP REPORT 

 

2016 CFUW BYLAWS AMENDMENTS & GWI DUES INCREASE 

 

SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 2016 

 

A Workshop was held on Sunday, March 13, 2016 at the University Women’s Club of Vancouver to 

discuss a 2016 Canadian Federation of University Women (CFUW) Bylaws Amendment proposed by 

CFUW St. Thomas for the June Annual General Meeting in St. Catherine’s, Ontario, along with a 

proposed dues increase in our international organization, Graduate Women International (GWI.)   

 

This Workshop was prepared for the members of the University Women’s Club of Vancouver (UWCV) 

and the Club invited the membership of CFUW Clubs in the BC West Region to join us in the dialogue. 

Forty people attended the Workshop including 27 members of UWCV and 13 guests from BC West 

Region Clubs of Richmond, West Vancouver, White Rock/Surrey, Coquitlam and South Delta and 

including the BC Region Vice President, Linda Russell, and Regional Director BC West, Marg Picard. 

 

The workshop provided an opportunity for information-sharing, learning and Roundtable Dialogue 

during which members heard from one another on the many different viewpoints regarding these issues. 

The goal was to discuss with members the background to the motion regarding the proposed 

withdrawal from GWI and the rationale for the proposed Dues Increase, the benefits of belonging to an 

international women’s organization and to understand the merits and drawbacks of the amendment. 

This Workshop was designed to provide initial exploration of the issues and set the foundation for a 

time of reflection.  

 

The Goal of this process is an informed membership that can advise voting delegates of members’ wishes 

regarding continued membership of CFUW in GWI and the proposed GWI increase. 

 

Good participation results in better decisions and the Workshop sought to ensure that attendees were 

well-informed as a result of this Workshop and encouraged to take the dialogue further among 

members of their Clubs. 

 

It is important to emphasize that the purpose of the Workshop was NOT to result in final 

recommendations for delegates, but to begin a process of learning and information sharing and to hold 

a Roundtable Dialogue.   

 

Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is the premise of progress, in every society, in 

every family.   Kofi Annan, 7th Secretary-General of the United Nations 
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Background 

 

Two Bylaws Amendments have been proposed for discussion at the CFUW AGM to be held in June 2016 

in St. Catherine’s, Ontario. These Bylaws Amendments were distributed to CFUW Clubs across Canada 

on February 1, 2016 along with a covering note from Myra Willis, Chair, Articles and Bylaws Committee, 

which describes the steps in the preparation for discussion of the proposed Amendments at the June 

CFUW AGM. Later in February information was received on a proposed dues increase in Graduate 

Women International. 

 

The Proposed Bylaws Amendment from CFUW St. Thomas 

 

Motion 2: Withdrawal of CFUW from Graduate Women International (GWI) formerly known as 

International Federation of University Women (IFUW) as a National Federation or Association (NFA) 

member  

 

Proposer:  CFUW St. Thomas 

Moved that: In Canadian Federation of University Women Articles and Bylaws – Articles, strike out 

Article 4 - Membership in International Federation of University Women (IFUW). 

 

The proposed GWI Dues Increase 

  
The 32nd GWI General Assembly resolves that:  

 the rate of annual dues to GWI payable in 2017, 2018 and 2019 is increased by CHF 17 to 35 
Swiss francs per capita and that the capitation fees be calculated based on this rate and on the 
number of individual members, using the dues model, in accordance with the provisions of By-
law 29  

 the capitation fee payable by each NFA will be updated annually with the latest available World 
Bank GNI per capita and Human Development Index, in accordance with the new annual fee 
policy introduced in the revised constitution  

 the per capita dues payable to GWI, beginning with those payable on 1 January 2017, shall be 
calculated using the following formula:  

x = ( (2 x Ln(GNI per capita)) - Ln(Membership) ) x HDI 
If x is less than 4.5, the per capita dues are 5 Swiss francs per member 

If x is 4.5 or less than 6, the per capita dues are 10 Swiss francs per member 
If x is 6 or less than 7.5, the per capita dues are 15 Swiss francs per member 
If x is 7.5 or less than 9, the per capita dues are 20 Swiss francs per member 

If x is 9 or less than 10.5, the per capita dues are 25 Swiss francs per member 
If x is 10.5 or less than 12, the per capita dues are 30 Swiss francs per member 

If x is 12 or greater, the per capita dues are 35 Swiss francs per member 
Note: Ln = logarithm, GNI = Gross National Income, Membership = Number of paid-up members in 

accordance with By-law 29, HDI = Human Development Index. 

GWI over its 96-year history, and reinvigorated in the last two and a half years, can be continued into 

the future as we move towards our centenary. 
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The Potential Impact on CFUW per person collection 

The per capita dues rate proposed starting in 2017 is 35 CHF (Swiss Francs – Confederazione Helvetica 

(Swiss) Franc Regional) per person. GWI dues are paid in Swiss Francs as GWI is located in Geneva, 

Switzerland. For CFUW, using the reduction formula established due to the size of this NFA the rate 

would be 30 CHF per capita. 

 CFUW currently pays 15.5 CHF per capita (approx. $20 CDN per capita) 

 Given the proposed dues increase the amount to be paid would be double the previous amount 

 If the fee increase proposal is accepted the amount paid by each of our CFUW members would 

have to increase by about $20  

 

Workshop Method 

 

The Workshop included an informal review of Information Boards created for the purposes of 

information sharing and learning prior to the formal presentation and dialogue portion of the afternoon.   

 

The formal portion of the Workshop began with a welcome from UWCV President, Cleta Brown, and a 

few words from Regional Director BC West Marg Picard followed by a Presentation of background 

information, a time for clarification of information, a Roundtable Dialogue and Reporting Back, 

additional questions for clarification and comments and a review of next steps. 

 

All of the information included in the Information Boards and Presentation was drawn from background 

documents published by CFUW and GWI on their websites and in answers to individual Club questions 

to CFUW and GWI.  

 

It is important to emphasize that the purpose of the Workshop was NOT to result in final 

recommendations for delegates, but to begin a process of learning and information sharing and to hold 

a Roundtable Dialogue.  Notes were taken of all of the comments made in the Roundtable Dialogue 

portion of the afternoon as each point made is important in the dialogue and notes were also taken 

during the Additional Questions section of the day. A Facilitator was assigned for each table and a 

Recorder requested from among the attendees at each table. No weight has been given to any 

individual comments and there is no attribution of comments. The Workshop Report is available to all 

attendees and can be distributed among members of Clubs.   
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WHAT WE HEARD 

The Four Questions asked during the Roundtable Dialogue were:  

 What are the benefits to belonging to an international organization?  

 What are the benefits to belonging to GWI?  

 What are the drawbacks to belonging to GWI?  

 What are the alternatives to belonging to GWI?  

 

Question 1: What are the benefits to belonging to an international organization?  

 

Building Profile Understanding Connecting 

 Belonging to an 

international organization 

provides a higher profile for 

the Canadian organization 

and an enhanced 

international reputation 

along with the 

enhancement of capacity 

locally to have an 

international position as 

well as connections to other 

countries and their 

members to implement 

projects on an international 

scale, specifically education 

of women in third world 

countries 

 Opportunity to share 

information and learn from 

one another and participate 

in shared planning 

 An international voice to 

advocate at the United 

Nations which provides 

more support to our 

Canadian voice and greater 

weight with the strength of 

greater numbers of people 

and countries through 

which we can see global 

change and understand 

 Belonging broadens 

awareness and understanding 

of other countries; we learn 

about international issues 

outside of our experience and 

benefit from ideas from other 

countries and other cultures 

 We are able to learn how an 

issue or idea develops from 

the local level to national and 

international levels 

 An international women’s 

organization raises women’s 

issues consistently and is led 

by women’s organizations 

 An international organization 

is able to support countries 

around the world that might 

not otherwise be able to 

belong to international 

organizations 

 As a retrospective of the value 

that IFUW brought to women 

across nations, at the Japan 

triennial in 1995 the UN 

Refugees Chief and Emperor 

of Japan attended. The issue 

of comfort women of Korea 

was raised which raised the 

profile of this issue among 

Japanese women and others 

 Belonging to an international 

organization provides 

camaraderie throughout the 

world with like-minded 

people as we achieve goals 

and overcome obstacles 

together 

 Belonging provides members 

and Clubs in Canada with 

access to another level of 

expertise which we may not 

have in our local Clubs 

 We are also able to offer our 

knowledge to developing 

countries and other 

members throughout the 

world 

 Individual members are able 

to travel internationally and 

meet like-minded people in 

other parts of the world 
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global issues 

 Pride in international 

membership within local 

clubs 

 Collaboration, building 

relationships, connections 

on advocacy to raise up all 

women globally; more 

women will succeed if all 

succeed 

 An opportunity to shape 

international policy; as a 

“have” nation we can help 

others in a consultative way 

 For “third world” groups of 

women it is useful to have 

the support of an 

international organization; 

it helps to support them and 

builds credibility 

 

and information went back to 

women in Japan where it 

became an important issue for 

resolution  

 Issues are of cross-country 

interest, especially when 

considering that any position 

brought forward requires two 

countries to agree to raise and 

second the issue 

 Understanding ourselves 

through the eyes of others; 

there has been a push back to 

North American approaches in 

global affairs and belonging to 

an international organization 

can help us understand the 

international shift within other 

cultures and their global 

attitudes and the changes we 

may need to make in our 

approaches 

 

Question #2: What are the benefits to belonging to GWI? 

 

International Influence Membership & Relationships Value of History 

 Some people had difficulty 

identify benefits of 

belonging to GWI stating 

that they were not aware of 

any and that many women’s 

groups exist without GWI; 

they also questioned how 

much representation at the 

UN GWI actually has 

 Some felt that there is not 

enough information to 

decide whether or not to 

belong while others felt that 

GWI services such as online 

webinars, discussion forums 

 Belonging to GWI provides 

Canadian women with the 

opportunity for international 

leadership and the 

opportunity to develop 

leadership skills locally and 

participate globally 

 GWI is made up of a diverse 

group of people with 

educated perspectives and 

belonging to GWI adds 

weight to women’s 

organizations in Canada and 

internationally 

 Connects us to other groups 

 GWI has almost 100 years of 

history of women with the 

same concerns for the 

education of girls and 

women throughout the 

world and the infrastructure 

to address global issues in 

this regard although a 

robust communication 

network is essential 

 It is an established, strong, 

organization with an 

important history and 

starting over will mean 

many challenges  
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and an email list of contacts 

are of great value 

 GWI provides a forum to 

bring forth international 

issues in partnership and 

collaboration across 

countries and GWI’s 

mandate is aligned with the 

CFUW mandate – women, 

education & rights 

 GWI can develop personal 

relationships with other UN 

organizations by being in 

Geneva 

 GWI being located in 

Geneva where NGOs are 

means that our 

international organization is 

potentially connected to the 

international network 

 Having many countries 

involved in GWI provides 

support for people who are 

in NGOs from countries that 

can’t speak politically or 

may not have access to 

officials – “outsiders” can 

express international 

concerns 

 GWI has been known to be 

very supportive of women 

working in different parts of 

the world on international 

projects 

that GWI belongs to that 

CFUW might not have any 

connection with 

 Belonging to GWI focuses 

the aims of CFUW in an 

international arena and gives 

us the opportunity as a 

leading member of GWI to 

advance our purposes 

(education)  

 CFUW would be a principal 

player as the largest NFA and 

GWI allows our Canadian 

membership to share costs & 

support leadership 

 

 Canada has pride of 

membership as a founding 

member organization and 

pride in ongoing belonging 

 Belonging to GWI keeps the 

connection which was 

established almost 100 

years ago; we don’t want 

CFUW to be the reason GWI 

fails 

 Canada is a leader in GWI 

with10 votes which is 10% of 

the membership, therefore 

providing an opportunity for 

leadership that we wouldn’t 

have otherwise i.e. CFUW 

has influence 

 Withdrawal would likely 

cause the folding of GWI 
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Question #3: What are the drawbacks to belonging to GWI? 

 

Cost & Accountability Control & Influence Transparency & Respect 

 The costs might be 

prohibitive e.g. for 

recruiting/keeping 

members 

 The recorded expenses are 

questionable; what is value 

return for the cost? 

 The increase in fees could 

result in a decrease in 

membership among local 

clubs  

 The currency exchange rate 

is a burden for Canadian 

members and costs cannot 

be controlled as we lose 

money on the exchange  

 Canada is the largest NFA 

and therefore the largest 

funder but we don't 

experience a corresponding 

level of benefits 

 GWI is spending 62%* more 

money than it is taking in 

and it is members’ money, 

predominantly Canada’s, 

that is being spent 

 Geneva as a headquarters 

(HQ) city is too expensive 

and there is too much 

corruption in other NGOs 

(e.g. FIFA & other Olympic 

organizations) 

 CFUW already has a deficit 

budget and this will put 

further pressure on CFUW 

 GWI needs to do a better job 
of explaining what they do in 
particular how they have 
changed their practices or 

 There is a difference 

between the local decision-

making process in Canada 

which uses Roberts Rules of 

Order and the GWI process 

which use the Napoleonic 

Code 

 GWI has been making 

decisions without Canada’s 

input and we are unable to 

influence spending 

 Canada doesn’t seem to 

have influence to the degree 

of the population of our 

members i.e. we are 10% of 

the votes and 48%* of the 

worldwide membership (% 

based on membership 

numbers published by GWI 

in answers to CFUW Club 

questions) 

 We contribute approx. 

45%** of the budget but 

don’t have a vote level 

comparable to this level 

 There are unanswered 

questions regarding voting 

and the governance process 

and a lack of accountability 

on how decisions were made 

 There have been delays in 

information being provided 

and poor communication 

from GWI with information 

not being disseminated to 

CFUW 

 Not a lot of time has been 

provided for members to 

 There is disagreement about 

supporting a top-heavy 

organization 

 GWI does not make all 

members feel heard and 

valued 

 There is a feeling of 

“arrogance” portrayed by 

GWI 

 There is a lack of respect for 

Canada from GWI 

 GWI makes decisions only to 

their own benefit 

 The dwindling membership 

is putting pressure on CFUW 

 The dues increase by GWI is 

a controversial issue within 

Clubs causing divisiveness 

among members with some 

wanting to be part of GWI 

and others not resulting in 

polarization of the 

membership 
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mandate to ensure they are 
fiscally responsible to 
members 

 

review the dues increase 

 Advocacy is only 17% of the 

budget yet international 

advocacy is one of the 

primary goals of GWI 

 Canada is not respected for 

our experience or expertise 

 We run the risk of being 

identified with GWI as a poor 

fiscal manager 

 High operating costs 

compared to “good works” 

costs, to meet mandate 

 Lack of clarity of meaning of 

the expenditures 

 Concern regarding the lack 

of fiscal sustainability 

 Financial restrictions among 

members may stop them 

from volunteering to go to 

the Triennial 

*these figures were provided by attendees during the Dialogue and have not been verified  

**this figure was provided by attendees during the Dialogue however CFUW Fact Sheet 1 of October 21, 

2015 reports that at that time CFUW dues were 40% of the GWI dues collected 

 

Other concerns 

 GWI is being re-constituted – for some members it will take time, energy and money to assist in 

understanding 

 We don’t want to lose our members – need to explain who we are as CFUW as well as GWI 

 CFUW has many members on limited incomes – aging demographic – we will lose members if we 

have to increase fees 

 Other Federations have withdrawn (Netherlands) 

 Some Clubs have an aging population but these members know what has been done in the past 

 New members may vote to leave because of the increase in fees but without the history of 

belonging for a long time 

 We are committed to a defined framework with GWI; what are our alternatives? our confidence in 

whether GWI gives us the best value for the dollar 

 Our financial commitment will increase yet at the same time our confidence has decreased 

 Is this the best use of NEW money to be spent on international relationships? 
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Question #4: What are the alternatives to belonging to GWI? 

 

The question should be asked, “Does CFUW want an international presence? If so, further study and 

information on alternatives is required. “ 

 More information is needed on which countries can afford to continue to belong to GWI if the 

dues increase.  

 GWI has problems getting leaders in positions already, work is needed to show value to being part 

of the leadership of the organization.  

 Let’s not make a quick decision on this for $20 per year. 

 Before we make a decision as a Club, we need to clearly understand the impact if we are only part 

of a national organization and how we would be able to have an impact on the world 

 

Withdraw & Focus Explore Alternative Partnerships Remain with GWI but propose 

another path 

 We could develop local 

priorities using the dues to 

enrich our own organization, 

focus on our own 

international & local projects 

such as CFUW might host 

webinars and list-serves, apps 

and social networks – for 

example, Facebook for 

University Women worldwide 

 CFUW already has a seat at 

the UN in Special Consultative 

status (in addition to GWI); 

CFUW could increase its focus 

on this with a hands on 

approach forming a 

committee, raise our 

international profile, develop 

international advocacy and 

our own international 

network 

 CFUW could manage 

scholarships and international 

project funds and we could 

fund programs and monitor 

them ourselves 

 Can we use the change to 

 CFUW could partner with 

other international 

organizations that have similar 

values - perhaps more than 

one, developing 

understanding of other issues 

around the world and the 

work of other organizations 

mentoring and support 

programs; many of our 

members are already involved 

in other international 

organizations For example: 

International Council of 

Women, CARE Canada, Project 

50, Zonta, Soroptomists, 

Stephen Lewis Foundation, 

Salvadorean project, Doctors 

Without Borders, Accountants 

Without Borders, 60 Million 

Girls 

 All members should vote and 

have a voice; this decision 

should be made among 

members 

 All University Women in other 

countries could be asked if 

 Continue membership in GWI 

but move headquarters to 

Ottawa or elsewhere in 

Canada; the advantage is our 

country is made up of people 

from many cultures with 

multiple languages and 

multiple ethnicities 

 Remain with GWI and allow 

1-2 years for Canadian 

observation & participation in 

the turnaround and reassess 

in 2018 for a decision before 

the 2019 Triennial 

 Many newer, younger, 

members joined because they 

want to be part of an 

organization that has an 

effective international 

presence and reach. If we 

withdraw what would be the 

impact on their membership? 

 Many Clubs are going 
through difficult changes 
with membership reducing 
in the past few years (though 
perhaps increasing in some 
clubs), GWI is also going 
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involve members in CFUW 

committees with a re-

energizing of interest in our 

own projects, nationally and 

internationally? 

 There is the potential that our 

costs could be reduced 

 We would have more 

influence on our own 

decisions 

they wish to form a new 

international organization 

 There are regional groups in 

Europe that are part of GWI 

that may have similar interests 

 

through changes to bring 
about improvements in 
finances and services to 
ensure this decline doesn’t 
continue. This type of 
change doesn’t happen 
quickly and they, and we, 
need time to see the fruit of 
their efforts. If GWI can 
demonstrate they have 
made fundamental changes 
and the financial picture of 
the organization improves 
then we should allow them 
the time it takes to do this. 

 

Additional Questions and Comments 

 What other issues or questions arise that you would like to have answered or need to have 

additional information about before making a recommendation to your Club regarding the two 

issues discussed today?  

 

Attendees raised additional comments or questions. Information and answers were given by members 

in the room where available.  

 

Will these items be on the Agenda of the BC Council AGM in April?   

 A response was given that the BC Council Agenda is related to BC issues and this item is not on 

the Agenda. 

 

Communications: there is a lot of colloquial information being discussed and it is difficult to know what 

is true, for example, the Dues Increase could be as much as $50 per person per year, and does the CFUW 

dues payments to GWI only cover degreed members? 

 These two points were clarified with information that GWI has provided information in the 

Rationale for the Dues Increase which shows a scale of potential increase rates and the potential 

impact of a dues increase at each level from 35 CHF to 100 CHF indicating the amount of total 

revenue potentially realized in each scenario; the Rationale also recognizes that each level of 

dues increase might result in a decrease in membership and, therefore, the corresponding 

reduction in total revenue. It is recognized that at the higher level of increase the organization 

can accomplish much more than at lower levels but would be a burden for some members and 

there is potential that each of these levels of potential increase could be discussed at the August 

Triennial. 

 It was further clarified that CFUW pays GWI dues only on degreed members however many 

Clubs in Canada do not differentiate between degreed and non-degreed members and CFUW 

therefore pays for members regardless of status.  When Clubs indicate the number of degree vs 
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non-degreed members, CFUW puts the funds collected from non-degreed members into a 

separate fund kept in Canada for “Fellowship.” 

 Finally, it was explained that CFUW collects dues from Clubs in March of each year and pays the 

annual dues to GWI in December of each year. CFUW’s usual practice is to purchase Swiss 

Francs when the exchange rate is favourable and accumulates this over the year in preparation 

for the December payment. However, with the fluctuation of the Swiss Franc this has been 

difficult and in 2015 (for the 2016 dues payment) CFUW had to draw from its own reserves in 

order to cover the exchange.  These reserves are now depleted. The GWI Dues Increase will be 

effective in January 2017 however Clubs in Canada will not have collected the increase from 

their own members and won’t do so until early 2017; as CFUW does not have sufficient reserves 

to draw from it will not have adequate funds to pay either the 2017 dues nor the potential 

additional funds to accommodate the exchange rate to the Swiss Franc. Consequently, Clubs in 

Canada will have to decide how and if they will collect additional funds from their members in 

2016. This decision will have to be made after the decision taken at the GWI Triennial once the 

actual dues increase is known. 

 

It is important to keep the dues increase issue separate from the membership in GWI issue. It is 

important that a decision is made first about belonging to GWI, then separately decide about agreement 

with the dues increase. It is still unknown exactly what will be voted on at the August Triennial. 

 

The CFUW vote in June of this year is premature as it is before the three-year reporting window that 

GWI has committed regarding the turnaround strategy i.e. at the 2016 Triennial in South Africa. If CFUW 

withdraws it will likely mean the demise of GWI. 

 

CFUW has an obligation to report to members this year at the AGM; CFUW has made a promise not to 

increase fees this year and to present a balanced budget; any additional costs will need to be 

accommodated in each Clubs’ own deliberations. 

 

What is “Governance” in the GWI budget? If these terms were explained, it might be easier to 

understand how GWI spends funds. 

 It was explained that it is believed this item refers to the activities of GWI to respond to NFA 

requests and manage Board and Committee activities. 

 

How much will GWI be drawing from Contingency funds? It appears that it draws about 15% when more 

common practice is 2%-3%. (An answer to this question was not available.) 

 

Who are the Friends of GWI (FFGWI)? It is unclear where all of the information is coming from. 

 The FFGWI is an independent group of individuals from different places and is made up of 

approximately 45 people. 

 

With GWI meetings held only every three years, how can members get information in between? 
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 Information is available through the GWI website both publicly and the Members Corner, 

through GWI In Focus and GWI Updates which every member can receive directly by email 

through registering on the GWI website. 

 

Our contribution will increase but we don’t know if our influence will increase. 

 

Concern was raised that if the decision taken at the CFUW AGM is to remain as a NFA of GWI and, 

separately, the GWI Dues Increase goes through at the Triennial Conference in August it makes it even 

more important that each Club consider the impact of the dues increase on its own Club. 

 

The GWI dues increase could be the “last straw” in maintaining GWI membership. 

 

The CFUW annual fee should come to the membership for a vote each year however the dues are 

something that we simply have to accept. 

 

There should be an annual report from CFUW on activity and the annual budget. 

 

In response to a concern regarding the headquarters location of GWI in Geneva, and the expense to be 

located there, it was noted that in the discussions about the United States withdrawal from GWI in 2004, 

the US offered a place at Lake Placid but this was turned down by GWI. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The Workshop concluded with best wishes for each Club as it considers the important decisions before 

us and preparation for the CFUW AGM in June. Attendees were also invited to request electronic copies 

of the documents prepared for the Workshop and confirmed that the Workshop Report will be made 

available as soon as possible, in approximately two weeks.  

 

Workshop documents available on request: Information Boards, Presentation, List of Background 

Documents. 
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APPENDIX I 

GWI revitalization plan and CFUW evaluation of the relationship between CFUW & GWI 

 

At the IFUW (now GWI) Triennial in Istanbul, Turkey, in 2013, the IFUW Board made the argument that 

IFUW could either fade away (which it was in the process of doing) or take steps to become a stronger, 

relevant women’s International NGO (Non-Government Organization.) The delegates voted to become 

relevant.  

 

A three-year strategic plan was developed with implementation to take place over the years 2013-2016 

with a report back to members at the August 2016 Triennial in Cape Town, South Africa. As part of the 

strategic plan the name of IFUW was changed to Graduate Women International in 2015. 

 

CFUW is the largest of the National Federations and Associations (NFAs) of GWI which currently number 

61 countries. CFUW is entitled to 10 votes at the Triennial meeting.  

 

During the CFUW AGM in June 2015, CFUW began the year-long process of discussion with Canadian 

members of reviewing the CFUW-GWI relationship. The core question to be explored was:  

 What are the member benefits and outcome measurements for CFUW in relationship to our 

mission for the resources (financial and human) invested in GWI? 

 

The three areas for the consideration by members were:  

 Component #1: Understanding the CFUW relationship with and expectations associated with 

the GWI.  

 Component #2:  Identifying the activities, outputs and results of the GWI.  

 Component #3:  Funds/Financial  

 

CFUW began the review of this relationship in May 2015 followed by a Workshop held with delegates at 

the June 2015 AGM. Following the AGM, members were invited to participate in the dialogue over the 

course of the year and notices were distributed through the CFUW Club Action Newsletter. Members 

were also invited to participate in an online Discussion Forum.  

 

CFUW distributed a number of documents over the course of the year through the CFUW Club Action 

Newsletter. GWI also distributed information on the progress of the turnaround strategy through the 

GWI website. Copies of the documents have been made available to UWCV in binders in our members’ 

lounge, the Oak Room.  

 

The date that CFUW had planned for providing members with an Evaluation Report as a result of the 

review process was April of 2016, to be followed by a Plenary on the GWI Evaluation process at the 2016 

AGM however the Bylaw Amendment proposed by CFUW St. Thomas and the proposed GWI Dues 

Increase made it important that a dialogue be held among Club members earlier than anticipated.  

 


